
 

Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Shastrishree 
Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji ( Dr.Rupak  
Nath ) is the Prominent Leading service 
providers in Astrology,Vastu,Numerology 
and other occult sciences. 

At The Best Astrology 
Website Review 

Astrology is called “Jyotish” in India.From ignorance 
to awareness,the science of Jyotish is all about 
enlightening the inner self,which helps one to plan 
their future and achieve success and move ahead in 
life.Astrology or Jyotish,has for years helped 
individuals find solution to many unanswered 
questions and made lives of so many individuals 
admirably beautiful and fulfilling.What one needs is 
right guidance from a learned scholar or someone 
who has spent years finding astrological solution to 
people’s woes and worries.However,we have a 
cobweb of fake jyotishis or astrologers who have 
abused this science and made common people 
skeptical about approaching ‘Jyotish’. 

My experience with this website was however very 
different.It seems one of the best Jyotish website 
online because of various reasons.This website 
provide you the rare available trust and credibility 
through Great Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji who 
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have dedicated years to understand the mystery of 
cosmic influence on human destiny and provided 
people with astrological guidance. 

This website uses Spiritual Devine Jyotish to help 
people avoid pitfalls and take remedial action to 
achieve a smoother,balanced life,while in pursuit of 
physical,mental,material well being.And the best 
thing about it is-most of the features of Jyotish on 
this website are also available in Hindi/Bengali.Check 
out this amazing astrology website. 
 
Jyotish,the ongoing practice of ancient times that 
uses a set of principles to understand a person’s 
past,present and future.True it is that what has been 
done cannot be undone but equally true it is that the 
remedies given by a learned Jyotish can help us avoid 
making mistakes that you have made due to 
ignorance. 
 
This website looks at the planets and their 
relationships to determine their influences on ones 
well being,and consequently this website charts our 
horoscope and make predictions accordingly. 

It’s not just any other prediction but it’s an accurate 
and detailed online prediction that is based on the 
ancient Vedic astrological principles,used to bless you 
with peace,prosperity,happiness and a sense of 
fulfillment. 
 

From the depths of ancient history,there is one 
science that is as relevant today as was years 
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back,which has been preserved and passed down 
from one generation to another,it is Vedic Jyotish. 

 

By going through the bank of articles on " this 
website " you will relaize that the subject ‘Jyotish’ is 
a unique science that unravels mysteries of 
past,present and explains the future.  
 
Start with belief and in no time you will agree that " 
this website " has an answer to all those inexplicable 
situations that have kept you asking ‘why me?’.Rise 
up to the realization that destiny has it written for 
you and acknowledge that what’s written cannot be 
written off but definitely it’s effect can be reduced 
and minimized through astrological guidance. 

 

I’ve had a wonderful experience exploring the site 
and so just thought of sharing my experience with 
you,for nothing gives one more happiness that 
sharing what can help others. 

 
 
It’s time you take away the best from observations 
that have led to the science of jyotish compiled over 
thousands of years on " this website " Understanding 
the secret messages of the cosmos is not easy;equally 
true it is that finding a true astrological guidance is 
not easy. 
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The complex,and brain twisting information needs be 
compiled and analysed before drawing a conclusion." 
this website " has made jyotish easy to follow and 
since they are backed by such expert knowledge and 
guidance courtesy our scholar astrologer Siddha Yogi 
Rupnathji.I know this website getting the best. 

 
 
What areas of my life can this website provide 
information on? 
 
Relationships:Be it issues related to your close 
ones,your family and the family dynamics here you 
have an explanation for everything big or small that 
matters. 

 
 
Career:How is destiny influencing your professional 
success? What can you do make it work in your 
favour? Is it the right time to think about a switch or 
not? And several other questions that only astrology 
has an answer to. 

 
 
Education:When it’s about your education it destiny 
and hard work go hand in hand.You could be putting 
in the very best and still failing in getting the awaited 
result.Find out what’s wrong and how you can 
address this using astrology.Whether it’s about 
studying abroad,getting a visa it’s all easy with 
astrology. 
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Finances:Ups and down keep going in matters related 
to finance.Just incase your business is not doing 
well,or your financial conditions getting worse day 
by day you should try hindi Jyotish and find a 
solution. In no time you will see things change. 

 
 
Health:There is no wrong in saying health is 
wealth.Whether it is health concerns related to you 
or your near dear ones it’s all sorted out here,with 
astrological remedies. 

 
 
Here you will find Jyotish that is the original Jyotish 
from Vedas and those who believe in it will tell you 
that Jyotish is the only means of understanding the 
influence of cosmos on our lives.If like me,you too are 
interested in Jyotish,explore a plethora of dimensions 
to Astrology on  this website. 

                            
************************************************* 

 

The practice of Japa Yoga and mantra 
chanting is a very good way to protect the 
psyche from negative astrological forces. 
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"Know your astrology, rituals, worships, remedies 
and 

you begin to control your destiny" 

 

Each action has a fruit and it depends on 
many factors:1)sincerity in action.2)the 
purpose of action,3)the means chosen, 
and4)righteousness of action 
(Dharma).One reaps the fruit if one's 
actions.Apart from the direct result of 
action or its effect on the surroundings, 
each action creates an impression on its 
doer.These impressions accumulate and 
constitute the karma of the individual.Any 
action done in the present is aided and 
affected by the impressions of previous 
actions.Thus Dharma forms basis for 
Karma, and many principles are 
consequent of the Karma theory,like:-
1)Don't hurt anyone.2)Do unto others only 
what you want to be done unto 
yourself.3)Do those actions that bring 
happiness to oneself and does good to 
others.4)Do not speak harshly.5)Wish only 
good for others.6)Do not hesitate to take up 
cudgels to protect dharma 
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When men are thus good and cooperative 
to each other, social well-being is caused. 
If for some reason it is disturbed, it would 
be restored sooner or later, either because 
men realize the order going bad or 
because nature intervenes to restore the 
order.karma is simply equated to yajna in 
the Veda.This is because in the Vedic sense 
all life and all action is Yajna,and thus 
karma = yajna.The Veda refers to karma in 
this sense,throughout.Example:-The 
Mother Godess Durga is praised as the 
controller and giver of the fruits of 
action,"karmaphaleshu justam"(Durga 
Suktam, Taittiriya Aranyaka). 

 

Personalized Astrology Guidance from Tantra 
Siddhai Yogi Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji  ( Dr.Rupak 
Nath ) is available in all important areas of life such 
as Career, Business, Money, Love, Education, 
Property and Personal Matters. All the reports are 
delivered within two hours and are written by Tantra 
Siddhai Yogi Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji  ( Dr.Rupak 
Nath ) , not computer programs only.Find out the 
astrological reasons and remedies for problems in 
various fields of your life and get guidance for 
future events of your life. 
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You will be also given a personalised 
mantra that is constructed using your own 
name and predominant chakra.Your name 
is by itself a mantra and your destiny is 
coupled to it.What a coincidence,it is not 
by accidents that your parents named you 
as they did. 
 
 

You are the giant magnet that can attract positive 
and negative energy.Regular chanting of these 
mantra would energize your body with positive 
energy and turn your auric field into negative 
energy so that your auric field will work as a 
shield of your body to attract positive things and 
repel negative things in your daily life. 
 

This technique is the greatest secret gift given by Tantra 
Siddhai Yogi Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak 
Nath) to us for a successfull life with greater 
health,wealth,prosperity and enlightenment. 
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